
 

 
 

Questions and Answers 
 

1. Question (Domenico)> What is the code for the interactive session?  

Answer> 83 84 24 

 

2. Question (Kate)> What does CSA stand for?  

Answer> Coordination and Support Action, here you can find more information  

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2018-

2020/annexes/h2020-wp1820-annex-d-csa_en.pdf 

 

3. Question (Pietro)> How many projects have been analysed by LIFT?  

Answer> Actually 62, including: BECOTEPS BIOPROM CommFABNet SAT-BBE BIO-TIC 

BERST ProBIO BioStep CommBeBiz InnProBio BioLinX BIOWAYS STAR4BBI BioCannDo 

BioReg RoadToBio Pilots4U BIOPEN BLOOM BIOVoices BIOBRIDGES ICT-BioChain 

POWER4BIO BE RURAL LIFT CELEBio UrBIOfuture BISO CASA Enabling ERIFORE KETBIO 

SHERPA BIOEASTsUP BIOSWITCH ALLTHINGSBIO.PRO S2BIOM OPEN-BIO SUPERBIO 

STAR-ProBio RUBIZMO BIOMONITOR BioBaseNWE GBO BioBase4SME Green Growth 

AlpBioEco DANUBIOVALNET Baltic ForBio RDI2CLuB SMARTPILOTS BIOREGIO BIO4ECO 

ERASMUS+ ABBEE 

 

4. Question (Kate)> These gaps and recommendations are excellent thank you!  

Answer> Thanks! Please consider that the full version of the documents, in the form of 

Fact Sheets can be found in the LIFT bioeconomy library, together with the most 

relevant outcomes of the CSAs analysed: https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/ 

https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/


 

Selecting the topic you are interested in you will enter the thematic pages where to 

download the related Factsheets.   

1. Awareness raising (https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/awareness-

raising/) 

2. Bioeconomy Education (https://www.bioeconomy-

library.eu/bioeconomy-education/) 

3. Stakeholders engagement and co-creation (https://www.bioeconomy-

library.eu/stakeholders-engagement-and-co-creation/) 

4. Standardisation, LCA, labelling and regulatory hurdles 

(https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/standardisation-lca-labelling-and-

regulatory-hurdles/) 

5. Regional potential and bioeconomy strategies and implementation 

action plans (https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/regional-potential-

and-bioeconomy-strategies-and-implementation-roadmaps/) 

6. Uptake of RTD results (https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/uptake-of-

rtd-results/) 

7. Foresight, market studies and market roadmaps 

(https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/foresight-market-studies-and-

market-roadmaps/) 

8. Biomass availability, quality, supply and sustainability 

(https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/biomass-availability-quality-

supply-and-sustainability/) 

9. New value chains and business models (https://www.bioeconomy-

library.eu/new-value-chains-and-business-models/) 

10. Open innovation platforms and facilities (https://www.bioeconomy-

library.eu/open-innovation-platforms-and-facilities/) 

11. Industrial road-mapping (https://www.bioeconomy-

library.eu/industrial-roadmaps/) 

 

5. Question (Nicoline)> Will this webinar be shared afterwards? I have too many 

problems with sound.. would love to either read back on it, or view it later.  

Answer> yes, the recording will be available in this page  

 

6. Question (Maite)> Will the slides be available?  

Answer> yes, here you will find everything here https://www.lift-

bbi.eu/webinars/events/webinar-1-awareness-raising-communication-education-and-

stakeholders-engagement-/ 

 

https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/awareness-raising/
https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/awareness-raising/
https://www.lift-bbi.eu/webinars/events/webinar-1-awareness-raising-communication-education-and-stakeholders-engagement-/


 

7. Question (Ilaria)> Do you have already implemented any actions for 

addressing societal and consumer requirements and concerns?  

Answer> This is out of LIFT scope, but projects like Biobridges, BIOVOICES, BIOWAYS, 

BioCannDo and a new project, funded by BBI JU that will start in September 2020 are 

addressing these topics. 

 

8. Question (Chiara)> where Mrs Martines works?  

Answer> At the company Sustainable Innovations (SIE), and in the project UrBIOfuture 

 

9. Question (Michael)> It would be great if you would send the link to the slides 

to all registered participants  

Answer> sure we will! and we will also put everything here https://www.lift-

bbi.eu/webinars/events/webinar-1-awareness-raising-communication-education-and-

stakeholders-engagement-/ 

 

10. Question (Han)> Please keep in mind that we are setting up a European 

Community of Practice Bioeconomy Education, which was a result of 

BioCannDo  

Answer> thanks for this info 

 

11. Question (Julia)> Where can I have more information about the bio-based 

economy master course programmes available in Europe?  

Answer> Here you can find all the programmes that we identified: 

https://www.urbiofuture.eu/educational_programmes/ 

 

12. Question (Merce)>Where is the european bioeconomy university based? and 

what is the objective of this university?  

Answer> The European Bioeconomy University is a new alliance of the six leading 

European universities here you can find all the info and contacts: https://european-

bioeconomy-university.eu/ 

 

13. Question (Ja)> How can the European Community of Practice Bioeconomy 

education get in touch with the people that are busy with bioeconomy 

education?  

Answer> We suggest you connect with UrBIOfuture to exchange information and 

maybe explore opportunities for collaboration 
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14. Question (Schwabe)> How do you reach primary schools locally, via a 

European CSA?  

Answer> In UrBIOfuture we have held workshops with high school students at local 

level, leveraging the contacts that our consortium partners have, and we have joined 

activities organised by other projects. For example, we joined the 4th Conference of 

Raw MatTERS Ambassadors at Schools that took place in Bologna, Italy, in November 

2019, where hundreds of students between 10 and 19 years old participated. Projects 

like BLOOM (https://bloom-bioeconomy.eu/), URBIOFUTURE (www.urbiofuture.eu)  

and BIOWAYS (http://www.bioways.eu/) developed several material for schools. 

Please check also the LIFT Fact Sheet in Bioeconomy education 

(https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/bioeconomy-education/) and awareness raising 

(https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/awareness-raising/) for good examples and 

information about these and other relevant projects. 

 

15. Question (Seena) >It took me half an hour to connet. Now I can see a screen 

and the video is not moving. Also I dont see the slides changing. looks like the 

system is overloaded. For the coming webinar, please make sure everthing 

works fine.  

16. Question (Ilaria)> me too...I could join only now after some technical 

problems  

Answer> We know. Sorry. we will look into it.  

 

17. Question (Anna)> Will you be looking at further projects with LIFT?  

Answer> Not within the lifetime of the LIFT project, Anna. But your project AlpBioEco 

was one of the 62 projects analysed. It is discussed in the factsheet no. 9: New value 

chains and business models (https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/new-value-chains-

and-business-models/)on value chains) 

 

18. Question (ECRN) >Do you have any example on how to increase 

communication on bioeconomy at regional level?  

Answer> Projects like BIOVOICES, Be-Rural, Power4Bio and Sherpa are tackling this 

question. Please see the LIFT fact sheet about Awareness raising and Communication 

(https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/awareness-raising/) for more info and Regional 

potential and bioeconomy strategies and implementation action plans 

(https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/regional-potential-and-bioeconomy-strategies-

and-implementation-roadmaps/) for more info. 

 

19. Question (Ibon)Not top down, bottom up, regions creating the bioeconomy as 

a European mosaic  

https://bloom-bioeconomy.eu/
http://www.urbiofuture.eu/
http://www.bioways.eu/
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Answer> Please participate to the webinar on 1 April 2020 about regional potential 

and action plans. 

 

20. Question (Jesus)> Hello, thank you for this initiative. It is great. I have a 

question concerning partnership in the PRIMA call. Would some of your 

groups interested in participating as coordinator in one proposal?  

Answer> Thanks Jesus! We will circulate among the partners and forward your request 

to the PRIMA NCPs. (please send your request to albertini@fvaweb.it) 

 

21. Question (Ibon)> Marine biotechnology is necessary peripheral, the focus is 

regional  

Answer> Bioeconomy is, in most cases regional, because it is based on the regional 

resources (feedstock, policies, industrial fabric...) 

 

22. Question (Julia) Who I have to address to join the network?  

23. Question (Dora)  How can we become part of the network?  

Answer> This is the link to the European Bioeconomy Network, where you can find 

more information about it. https://eubionet.eu/ 

Here you find the contact form: https://eubionet.eu/contact-us/ 

 

24. Question (Francesca) Please, can you send me a certificate of participation? 

Thanks in advance  

25. Question (Paolo) I signed up for the four webinars "Shaping the innovation 

ecosystem for the Bioeconomy”. I would need, for work reasons, to have a 

certificate of participation at the end. How can I do?  

Answer> Yes, we will issue a certificate (on specific request only). 

 

26. Question (Francesca) I can't find how to find slides  

Answer> Here: https://www.lift-bbi.eu/webinars/events/webinar-1-awareness-

raising-communication-education-and-stakeholders-engagement-/ 

 

27. Question (Iakovos) Please share more info for the sherpa project  

Answer> This is the project’s page in the Bioeconomy Library 

https://www.bioeconomy-library.eu/sherpa-sustainable-hub-to-engage-into-rural-

policies-with-actors/ 
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28. Question (Silvia)> could be possible to have the list of the recommendation 

provided by the participants for each question?  

Answer> Yes, they are available here: https://www.lift-

bbi.eu/webinars/events/webinar-1-awareness-raising-communication-education-and-

stakeholders-engagement-/ 

 

29. Question (Isabella)> Can you write here the name of all speakers of today?  

Answer> Yes (in order of speech): 

Susanna Albertini (albertini@fvaweb.it) – FVA – LIFT Project’s partner 

Alexandre Almeida (alexandre@loba.pt )- LOBA - LIFT Project’s coordinator 

Aleix Barrera Corominas (Aleix.Barrera@uab.cat) – UAB – UrBIOfuture Project’s 

coordinator  

John Vos (vos@btgworld.com)– BTG – LIFT Project’s partner 

Ana Martinez (anamartinez@sustainableinnovations.eu) – Sustainable Innovations 

(SIE) - UrBIOfFuture communications manager  

 

30. Question(Catarina)> Thank you and Congratulations! :)  

31. Question (Laura) > thanks  

32. Question (ondrejickova) > Thank you all  

33. Question (Ilaria)> thanks a lot  

Answer> Thanks to all of you for participating!  

 

34. Question (Glawe) would be awesome, when you sum up the menti.com 

clouds as well!  

Answer> they will be available here: https://www.lift-

bbi.eu/webinars/events/webinar-1-awareness-raising-communication-education-and-

stakeholders-engagement-/ 

 

35. Question (Christian) > Can you please provide us with the contact details of 

the speaker?  

Answer> Yes, please see above in Q.29 
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